
0830 REGISTRATION & COFFEE

EMERGING THREATS  TO FULL SPECTRUM AIR DEFENCE:  
AIR DEFENCE COMMANDERS FORUM
With new strategic and tactical threats emerging across the full 
spectrum of air defence, the Air Defence Commanders forum 
is designed to provide an overview of the region’s strategic 
and tactical threats . This session will explore emergent and 
established threat vectors, regional priorities in counter-threat 
capability, and new doctrinal and technological advances to 
maintain capability and effect.

0915 CHAIRMAN’S OPENING REMARKS 
Brigadier General (ret.) Eric Sanchez, Chairman, Full 
Spectrum Air Defence Asia

0930 OUTLINING THE UK’S REGIONAL STRATEGIC OUTLOOK IN ASIA
  Outlining the UK’s commitment to supporting regional air 

defence capabilities across the Pacific
  Building and managing support for regional partners and 

industry 
  Understanding the wider strategic picture of the region – 

identifying threats and capability gaps across Asia
  Developing the threat assessment over the next 5 years 

in Asia to inform requirements

Colonel Jamie Murray, Chief of Staff, British Defence Staff 
South East Asia

1010 THE “INNER TIER” - REGAINING RELEVANCE
  The Patriot and Below Concept
  Tasks of the Inner Tier
 Future Challenge – Counter Precision Guided Munitions
  Four Shooters on the Grid
  CHEETAH – developing a novel SAM system

Fabian Ochsner, CEO, Rheinmetall Air Defence

1050 MORNING COFFEE AND NETWORKING

1120  KEYNOTE ADDRESS: BRIEFING ON INDIAS AIR DEFENCE 
CAPABILITY
  Outlining existing air defence capability of the Indian 

Army
  Managing aerial threat through surveillance and kinetic 

systems
  Building a future air defence force against aerial threats
  Outlining future planned procurements for Indian Army 

Air Defence

Lieutenant  General A P Singh, Director General, Army Air 
Defence, Indian Army

1200  MANAGING THE AERIAL THREAT: BRIEFING FROM BANGLADESH 
ARMED FORCES
  Understanding the threat range operating within 

Bangladesh’s airspace
  Threat vectors, key players and deployed weapon 

systems
  How does the Bangladesh Armed Forces currently 

counter the threat?
  Assessing the tactical restrictions of current air defence 

capabilities
  Expanding national air defence capabilities to project 

capability to a strategic level  

Air Vice Marshal Mafidur Rahman, Air Officer Commanding, 
Bangladesh Armed Forces 

1240  NETWORKING LUNCH

1340  THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA’S AIRCRAFT AND TACTICAL MISSILE 
DEFENSE OPERATION CONCEPT AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
  An update on how command priorities have changed for 

the RoK Air Defence Command 
  Linking C-UAV capability and BMD into a central 

command and control system
  Understanding how this system is employed to ensure 

maximum operating efficiency
  Demonstrating the future development plan and role of 

the ADMC

Colonel Jong Chul Park, Air Defense Missile Command, 
Republic of Korea Air Force  

1420 FULL SPECTRUM AIR DEFENCE: THE AUSTRALIAN PERSPECTIVE
  Outlining the ‘Joint Force by  Design’ concept adopted 

across Australia’s air defence commands
  Owning the speed of initiative to out-pace, out-

manoeuvre and out-think conventional and 
unconventional threats
  Winning-without-fighting: Managing access, deterrence and 

influence in competition, and linking alongside international 
partnerships to maintain a persistent presence
  An overview of Integrated Air Missile Defence 

investments across the joint-force

Lieutenant Colonel Mark Mankowski, Commanding Officer 
16 Air Land Regiment, Australian Army

1500 AFTERNOON TEA AND NETWORKING

1530  A MULTI-MISSION C2 NODE - THE NASAMS FDC
  NASAMS Evolution
  The Fire Distribution Center - next generation Multi-

Mission Command and Control.
  FDC Interoprability

Tom-Erik Holmen, Manager Business Development - 
Integrated Defence Systems, Kongsberg Defence & 
Aerospace AS

1610 AIR DEFENCE COMMANDER’S PANEL DISCUSSION
This panel discussion will welcome participating air 
defence commanders to share their thoughts and debate 
the key issues of the day. The audience will also be 
provided with the opportunity to present questions of their 
own and to contribute to the discussion.
  How can air defence commands ensure continued 

capability against increasingly sophisticated next-
generation platforms?
  With such a diverse threat landscape, what steps should 

be taken to ensure accurate prioritisation of these 
threats across the region?
  How can Multi National partnerships be effectively 

utilised to offset cost and the individual nations need for 
360 degree coverage?
  What further major procurements will be required to 

meet the evolving air defence spectrum? Can readily 
available COTS systems be relied upon for sustained 
capability against future threats?

Invited panellists:
The invited panelists will consist of all the Air Defence 
commanders speaking on day one of the conference, 
inviting strategic overview and insight from senior 
commanders operating across the Asia region. 

1710  CHAIRMAN’S CLOSING REMARKS AND END OF CONFERENCE 
DAY ONE

Day One: 28 May 2019

www.asdevents.com - www.asdevents.com/event.asp?id=20292



0830  REGISTRATION & COFFEE

0910 CHAIRMAN’S OPENING REMARKS
Brigadier General (ret.) Eric Sanchez, Chairman, Full 
Spectrum Air Defence Asia

0920  KEYNOTE PRESENTATION: TAIWAN’S STRATEGIC REQUIREMENTS 
TO MANAGE THE AERIAL THREAT FROM STATE POWERS
  Outlining the Republic of China’s current strategic threat 

picture
  Understanding how the RoC currently monitors and 

responds to increasing aerial activity from local state 
level threats
  How the RoC is equipped to respond to state threats 

from the air?
  What is required to maintain and manage the threat 

against increasingly sophisticated threats?

Admiral Chen Yeong-Kang, Director, National Chung-Shen 
Institute Of Science And Technology, Republic of China 
(Taiwan)

1000  US CAPABILITY AND COMMITMENT IN THE SOUTH-PACIFIC
Colonel Patrick Costello, Commanding Officer 38th ADA, 
US ARMY JAPAN

1040 MORNING COFFEE AND NETWORKING

TECHNOLOGY SESSION: RESPONDING TO THREAT BY ADVANCING R&D 
PROGRAMMES AND INVESTMENT
The deployment of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) in the 
SHORAD and VSHORAD spaces, new capabilities in fighter 
aircraft and new methods of weapon delivery have re-affirmed 
the need to remain one step ahead of the enemy. As the budgets 
and skills deployed to counter the threat continues to grow, 
conference day two invites senior technical specialists to describe 
what’s needed and what successes have happened so far in the 
pursuit of future technology enablers for air defence systems.

1110  TECHNOLOGY ENABLERS AND RESEARCH AREAS FOR 
MALAYSIAN AIR DEFENCE
  Electro-optics and geospatial programmes ongoing
  Development and technical services for radar 

technology
  How electronic communication technology supports the 

future air defence system
  Electromagnetic compatibility considerations for 

capability development

Mr Wan Mustafa, Instrumentation and Electronics 
Technology Division, STRIDE Malaysian MoD  

1150 TECHNICAL SPECIALIST PANEL DISCUSSION
To support the conference Technology Session, this panel 
discussion will introduce key technological questions in 
air defence capability building, and invite participants to 
debate the following key areas:
  How can compatibility and mutual functionality be 

achieved across regional air defence systems?
  Is Directed Energy a realistic requirement, or a resource 

heavy investment with effects that can be replicated 
through conventional means?
  Can existing electronic systems be reconfigured to 

positively identify next-generation threat?
  How should surveillance and monitoring capability be 

balanced with hard-kill effect? Should this be a national 
or regional development?

Invited panellists:
The invited panelists will consist of all the technical 
specialists speaking on day two of the conference, inviting 
technical insight from senior specialists across a number 
of critical and technical questions for Air Defence.

1250 NETWORKING LUNCH

1350  UPGRADING ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS TO POSITIVELY IDENTIFY 
TARGETS ACROSS THE COMPLETE OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
  Outlining the current capabilities of the TK3 system
  Identified required upgrades across low RCS search and 

track, Target Identification and High Kill probability
  Redefining system architecture across surveillance, 

intelligence and fire units within an integrated C2 system
  Utilising spiralised development cycles to stay ahead of 

the threat curve and maintain future capability

Colonel Dr Yalan Tsao, Deputy Director of the ESRD 
(Electronic Systems Research Division), National Chung-
Shen Institute Of Science And Technology, Republic of China 
(Taiwan)

1430  STATUS OF HIGH ENERGY LASER INTERCEPT TECHNOLOGY 
IN ROK
  Outlining the existing capabilities of Directed Energy 

systems deployed by the RoK
  Understanding the development cycle of directed 

energy systems - where and how these will be deployed
   Technical challenges in directed energy
  Forecasting the future of directed energy systems

Dr Min Kyu Park, Senior Researcher, Fiber Laser Capability, 
Agency for Defence Development, Republic of Korea 

1510 AFTERNOON TEA AND NETWORKING

FUTURE THINKING AND INTEGRATION
To conclude the conference, strategic thinkers will be invited 
to answer the million dollar question: ‘What’s next?’ Integrating 
programmes across borders and adapting the thinking, 
potentially around collective defence may be the right route.

1540  LOOKING AHEAD TO FUTURE FULL SPECTRUM AIR DEFENCE 
REQUIREMENTS
  How will rapid developments in UAS technology change 

the Short Range Air Defence operating environment?
  Will regions continue to rely on International support in 

building an Air Defence across the Full Spectrum?
  What will the strategic air defence picture look like in 10 

years?
  Has the Ballistic Missile threat been correctly identified 

as the greatest threat to regional air defence?

Dr Wu Shang-Su, Research Fellow, Military Studies 
Programme, Institute of Defence and Strategic Studies

1620  UNDERSTANDING AIR DEFENCE FROM THE AIR: A TOP DOWN 
PERSPECTIVE ON AIR DEFENCE
  Considerations in expanding airspace awareness 

through airborne surveillance systems
  Relaying early threat awareness and identification to 

manage air threat to other supporting commands
  Converting surveillance and awareness into force 

projection and deterrence 
  Understanding deterrence; using offensive airborne 

assets as a route to enhancing air defence capability

General Officer,  Air Defence Command, Philippine Air 
Force 

1700 CHAIRMAN’S CLOSING REMARKS AND END OF CONFERENCE

Day Two: 29 May 2019

www.asdevents.com - www.asdevents.com/event.asp?id=20292




